Wando Cheer Judging Form
Cheerleader: ______________________________________
Position: Back-spot

Base

Number: __________

Flyer

________ All documents in Planet HS (first 4 checks)
________Consent & Agreement form
________Report Card
________ Application received
Category

Comment/Description

Points

_____1- New- Is new to stunting, willing to learn, is flexible about stunting position.
_____2- Basic- appears to have mastered the basics of stunting. This includes- prep,
extension, simple dismounts. Sideline style stunts.

Stunting

_____3- Advanced- Appears to have mastered more difficult stunting skills. This includesLib, low-to hi, full up to 2-foot extension.

_____/4

_____4- Elite- Appears to have mastered more difficult stunting skills. This includes but not limited
to- switch up, high-to-high, full up to one-foot extension.

Comment:

Cheer

Dance

Jumps
Skill

____1- Below average technique, slow timing, little to no amount of showmanship, words not clear
and/or hard to understand in majority of the cheer
____2- Average technique, average timing, below average amount of showmanship, words not
clear and/or hard to understand in parts of the cheer
____ 3- Very good technique, very good timing, average amount and display of showmanship, clear
understandable words through majority of the cheer
____4- Excellent technique, excellent timing, great amount and display of showmanship, clear
understandable words through majority of the cheer
____5- Superior technique, superior timing, extreme amount and display of showmanship, clear
understandable words throughout the entire cheer

____ 1- Below average synchronization with counts, basic level of energy, lacks
confidence
____ 2- Average synchronization with counts, below average energy, little confidence
____ 3- Above average synchronization with counts, average level of energy, average
confidence
____4- Strong synchronization with counts, high level of energy, very confident
____5- Excellent synchronization with counts, superior level of energy, extreme
confidence

____1- One Jump
____2- 2 connected Jumps
____3- 3 connected jumps
____4- 3 different connected jumps

_____/5

____/5

____/4

Jumps
Execution

____1- Below average height, flexibility, motions
____2- Average height, flexibility, motions
____3- Above average height, flexibility, motions
____4- Excellent height, flexibility, motions
____5- Superior height, flexibility, motions

____/5

You will only receive points for only your maximum skill. However, we want to see
multiple abilities if you have it.

Running T

____1- Round-off
____2- ROBHS (+. 5 for more HS)
____3- RO Tuck
____4- ROBHS-BT
____5- ROBHS-Layout (+. 5 for specialty pass)
____6- Specialty pass ending in a full

_____/6

You will only receive points for only your maximum skill. However, we want to see
multiple abilities if you have it.

Standing T
TT= Toe
Touch

____1- Back-handspring (+. 5 for TT)
____2- Back Handspring series
____3- Back Handspring Series to tuck
____4- Standing Back Tuck
____5- TT- Tuck
____6- Back Handspring Series to Layout
____7- Back Handspring Series to Full

_____/ 7

Paper work completed in a timely fashion BEFORE tryouts.
Willingness to work with others, takes feedback.
Spirit, facials, positive attitude, appears motivational …etc.
Overall
Impression
&Comments

____/ 4

The following candidate was not discriminated against because of race, gender, creed,
or educational handicap. The candidate was evaluated based on their current ability. All
final scores are unanimously agreed upon.
Signatures: ______________________
______________________
______________________

Total Score: __________________/40points

